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Abstract: Exploring the spatial correlation network and its structural characteristics of China’s indus-
trial green technology innovation efficiency is significant for promoting the coordinated development
of inter-regional industrial green transformation. Based on the innovation value chain, this paper
divides China’s industrial green technology innovation system into three interrelated sub-stages: tech-
nology research and development, achievement transformation, and commercialization. The NSBM
model is used to measure the efficiency of industrial green technology innovation in 30 provinces
and cities in mainland China from 2011 to 2020. The modified gravity model and social network
analysis method are introduced to explore its spatial correlation network’s structural characteristics
and evolution rules. The results show that the spatial network correlation intensity of the three stages
of green technology innovation efficiency in regional industry has gradually strengthened. There
is no strict hierarchical structure, and the spatial network tends to be stable. The network shows
an apparent “core–edge” distribution in all three stages, with the eastern coastal and central more
developed regions at the network’s core. Meanwhile, the northeastern and western remote areas are
at the network’s edge and less connected with other regions’ provinces and cities. The distribution
of network blocks in the three stages of green technology innovation efficiency is similar. The net
benefit block mainly includes the eastern coastal and surrounding developed areas. The net spillover
block mainly consists of the economically backward northwest region. The broker block is primarily
distributed in the surrounding provinces and cities of the Bohai Rim. The bidirectional spillover block
is mainly located in the southwest region. Finally, some suggestions are put forward to promote the
coordinated improvement of regional industrial green technology innovation efficiency from the
perspective of integrity, individuality, and agglomeration.

Keywords: industry; green technology innovation efficiency; innovation value chain; spatial association
network; social network analysis

1. Introduction

Over the past 40 years of reform and opening up, China’s economy has been increasing
while significantly impacting the environment. According to the Global Environmental
Performance Index (EPI) 2020 report, China’s EPI ranked 120th out of 180 participating
economies with only 37.3 points [1]. Air quality ranked 137th, the worst echelon among
the participating countries. Although implementing the innovation-driven strategy has
promoted the rapid development of China’s economy, ecological problems such as envi-
ronmental constraints and resource shortages have not been adequately solved. Therefore,
it is necessary to introduce the concept of green development into traditional innovation
activities and promote green innovation [2]. Industry is the leading force of national eco-
nomic development. However, the long-term rough economic development model has
also caused severe damage to the ecological environment and increasingly serious resource
consumption problems [3]. Therefore, how can resource allocation of green technology
innovation be optimized while minimizing the emission of pollutants? Improving green
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technology innovation efficiency has become an important research topic for driving the
development of industrial green transformation and upgrading.

With the continuous promotion of a regional coordinated development strategy, re-
gional innovation cooperation and exchange have become closer, and innovation factors
such as knowledge, talent, and capital have been able to flow across regions [4]. As a result,
the inter-provincial industrial green technology innovation efficiency gradually produces
spatial correlation. It gradually transforms from proximity in a purely geographical sense
to a complex spatial network structure. Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practi-
cal significance to accurately analyze the spatial correlation network characteristics and
evolution rules of regional industrial green technology innovation efficiency, analyze the
position and role of provinces and cities in the network, and explore the spatial spillover
path of industrial green technology innovation efficiency, to improve the overall efficiency
of China’s industrial green technology innovation and promote the transformation of
economic development to green innovation mode.

The early research on green technology innovation efficiency mainly focused on
efficiency evaluation and influencing factors. First, evaluating the efficiency of green
technology innovation includes three methods. One is the parametric method represented
by the Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) [5]. The other is the non-parametric method
represented by Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) [6] and Slacks-Based Measure (SBM) [7].
Scholars have used these methods to measure the efficiency of green technology innovation
in different regions and industries [8–11]. Second, the existing research on the influencing
factors of green technology innovation efficiency is rich, including internal factors such
as R & D investment and R & D personnel, as well as external factors such as financial
development, global value chain, and environmental regulation [12–15]. Scholars have
turned to the spatial and temporal evolution of green technology innovation efficiency as
the research progresses. They mostly use spatial measures based on “attribute” data to
explore the spatial and temporal evolution characteristics of green technology innovation
efficiency in different regions [2,16,17].

Scholars have conducted much research on the efficiency of green technology innova-
tion, but there are still limitations in the following aspects. First, most studies regard the
process of green technology innovation as a “black box”, ignoring that innovation activity
is a phased process from R & D to production and then to commercialization, and scientific
methods should measure the efficiency of different stages. Second, the spatial and temporal
evolution analysis of green technology innovation efficiency is mostly based on “attribute”
data, which cannot accurately describe its spatial correlation network structure. Based
on the innovation value chain theory, this paper divides the industrial green technology
innovation activities into three interrelated sub-stages: technology R & D, achievement
transformation, and commercialization. Then the Network Slacks-Based Measure (NSBM)
model is applied to measure the efficiency of each stage. Finally, the social network analysis
method analyses the spatial correlation network structure formed by green technology
innovation activities in each stage. This paper aims to enrich and expand the research per-
spective of green technology innovation efficiency, provide some reference for accelerating
the green transformation and upgrading of China’s industry, and promote the green and
high-quality development of China’s industrial economy.

The contributions of this study are mainly reflected in the following aspects. (1) From
the perspective of the innovation value chain, the “black box” of industrial green technology
innovation is split, and the innovation process is refined into three interrelated sub-stages:
technology R & D, achievement transformation, and commercialization. (2) We adopt a
non-radial NSBM model to measure the efficiency of industrial green technology innovation
in China, which overcomes the shortcomings of the traditional DEA model, considering
the economic and environmental benefits. (3) Based on the “relational data”, we explore
the spatial correlation of China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency from
the network perspective and clarify each province’s position and role in the network to
formulate different green innovation development policies in a targeted manner.
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The remaining sections of this paper are structured as follows. Section 2 is the literature
review, which mainly introduces the current research status of green technology innovation
and innovation value chain theory. Section 3 is the research design, which primarily selects
research methods and constructs the evaluation index system and data sources. Section 4 is
the empirical section, which mainly analyzes the spatial correlation network characteristics
of green technology innovation efficiency in the Chinese industry. Section 5 presents the
conclusion, corresponding policy recommendations, theoretical and practical implications,
limitations of the paper, and future research directions.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Green Technology Innovation

Regarding the research on green technology innovation, scholars have mainly ex-
panded their analysis from three aspects: connotation, efficiency measurement and evolu-
tion of spatial and temporal patterns, and influence factors.

2.1.1. Connotation of Green Technology Innovation

At present, the academic community has not yet made a clear definition of the conno-
tation of green technology innovation. Foreign research on green technology innovation
is earlier. Braun and Wield [18] first proposed the concept of “green technology”. They
defined it as a general term for the technologies and processes used to reduce environ-
mental pollution, raw materials, and energy consumption. Aguilera et al. [19] argued that
green technology innovation should also include corporate green management and green
product design. Domestic scholars’ attention to green technology innovation began in the
1990s. Xu et al. [20] argued that technological innovation processes that reduce product
life cycle costs could be considered green technology innovation. Liu et al. [21] argued
that green technology innovation is an activity that applies new knowledge of environ-
mental protection and green technology together in production, operation, and economic
life to create new economic benefits and ecological efficiency. Zhuang et al. [22] defined
green technology innovation as improving environmental quality through corresponding
technological innovation and management innovation.

2.1.2. Measurements of Green Technology Innovation Efficiency

Regarding the evaluation of green technology innovation efficiency, scholars have
mainly measured the green technology innovation efficiency of different regions and
industries using the SFA [5] and DEA method [6]. For example, Sun et al. [23] measured
the efficiency of R & D green technology innovation in the Korean manufacturing industry
using the SFA model. Shen et al. [24] examined the green innovation efficiency of 22 major
countries worldwide from 2007 to 2016 using the DEA model. Luo et al. [8] evaluated the
green technology innovation efficiency of 21 sub-sectors of strategic emerging industries
in China through the DEA-Malmquist model. However, traditional DEA models ignore
undesired outputs and improvements to non-zero slack variables. To address this issue,
Tone proposed a non-radial, non-angular SBM model [7], which has been widely used. For
example, Liu et al. (2019) [9] constructed an improved SBM-DEA model to measure high-
tech industries’ green technology innovation efficiency in different regions of China. Zhang
et al. (2022) [25] measured the green innovation efficiency of 30 Chinese provinces from
2007 to 2018 based on the super-SBM model. Zhang et al. (2022) [26] similarly evaluated
Chinese industries’ green technology innovation efficiency from 2005 to 2018 using the
super-SBM model.

2.1.3. Measurements of Green Technology Innovation Efficiency

The efficiency of green technology innovation considers economic and environmental
benefits, so its influencing factors are also more complicated. The economic factors mainly
include financial development, global value chain, digital economy, etc. The environmental
factors mainly include environmental regulation, energy efficiency, etc. For example, Shao
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et al. [27] explored the degree of technological change in capital, labor, energy, and carbon
emissions. They confirmed that improving labor productivity, R & D intensity, and energy
efficiency can promote green technical efficiency, while capital deepening suppresses green
technological efficiency. Hu et al. [14] studied the impact of the global value chain (GVC)
on green technology innovation efficiency under environmental regulation. The results
showed that there was a positive moderating effect and a double threshold effect between
environmental regulation on GVC location and GTIE. Lv et al. [15] empirically showed
significant differences in the impact of financial structure, financial scale, and financial effi-
ciency on green technology innovation. Environmental regulation and innovation output
played different moderating roles between financial development and green technology
innovation. Chen et al. [28] confirmed that the digital transformation of the national econ-
omy had a significant positive impact on the efficiency of green technology innovation in
Chinese energy-saving and environmental protection firms. In addition, scholars have also
studied the effects of central environmental protection inspectors [29], carbon emissions
trading [30], and smart cities [31] on the efficiency of green technology innovation. Due to
the different research subjects and methods, the conclusions reached also differ.

2.1.4. Spatial and Temporal Evolution of the Efficiency of Green Technology Innovation

The early studies on the spatial-temporal evolution of green technology innovation effi-
ciency focused on “attribute” data. Yao et al. [2] measured the green technology innovation
efficiency of 110 cities in China’s Yangtze River Economic Belt from 2006 to 2020 through
the super-SBM model. They analyzed it from two aspects: convergence characteristics and
dynamic evolution law. The study found that the green technology innovation efficiency
of the Yangtze River Economic Belt gradually converged to an equilibrium point, and the
efficiency transfer showed a specific spatial dependence. Liu et al. [16] analyzed green
innovation efficiency’s spatial and temporal evolution in Chinese cities using standard
deviation ellipse, spatial autocorrelation method, and geographic detector. The results
showed that the overall green innovation efficiency of Chinese cities had risen rapidly,
and the efficiency center was in the geometric center of China. The spatial polarization
characteristics remained prominent despite a slowing trend. Zhang et al. [32] used the
Dagum Gini coefficient, its subgroup decomposition method, and the Kernel density esti-
mation method to investigate green technology innovation efficiency’s spatial and temporal
variation characteristics in Chinese industries. The study found that the absolute level of
real green technology innovation efficiency was low in all regions, and the overall spatial
distribution pattern was “high in the east and low in the west”.

From the above literature, we found that spatial measurement methods based on
exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) have greatly compensated for the deficiency of not
considering geospatial factors in the past study of green technology innovation efficiency.
However, these methods are often based on the quantitative analysis of “attribute” data and
lack the survey of “relationship” data. Some scholars have confirmed that China’s industrial
green technology innovation efficiency has an obvious spatial spillover effect, so its spatial
correlation network is not only a simple linear correlation but also a complex multi-threaded
network. Studies targeting the spatial correlation network of green technology innovation
efficiency are relatively rare and generally based on the spatial correlation network of
green innovation efficiency framework. Fan et al. [33] used the modified gravity model to
explore the spatial correlation strength between provinces. Then they analyzed the spatial
correlation network characteristics of China’s green innovation efficiency. Liu et al. [34]
analyzed the evolution of green innovation networks and the impact of multidimensional
proximity formation using social network analysis and a quadratic association program
(QAP). Liang et al. [35] constructed a green innovation efficiency network for 144 countries
worldwide in 2017 and 2021 through an improved gravity model. They explored the
influencing factors of the green innovation spatial association network. Sun et al. [36] used
social network analysis to explore the changing patterns and causes of the spatial correlation
network of green innovation efficiency in two stages of Chinese industrial enterprises.
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2.2. Innovation Value Chain Theory

Hansen and Birkinshaw first introduced the concept of the innovation value chain in
2007 [37]. They divided the innovation process into three stages: idea generation, trans-
formation, and diffusion. The lag of any one step will affect the entire innovation process.
Domestic and foreign scholars have widely used the theory. Roper et al. [38] considered the
innovation value chain as a recursive process of knowledge acquisition, transformation and
use, and final marketization. Yu et al. [39] divided innovation activities into knowledge,
research, and product. They measured the efficiency of regional innovation in China at
each stage using a three-stage DEA model. Subsequent scholars have continuously sup-
plemented and improved the innovation value chain stage division for different research
objects, providing new perspectives for studying industrial green technology innovation
activities. For example, Zhu et al. [40] divided the green technology innovation process
in Chinese energy-intensive industries into technology development and achievement
transformation. They used a shared input two-stage DEA model to measure the efficiency
of each stage’s green technology innovation. Wang et al. [41] divided the efficiency of
green technology innovation in the regional context of China into two stages, R & D and
commercialization. They evaluated the efficiency of each stage using a dynamic network
slacks-based measuring approach.

It can be seen from the above analysis that green technology innovation activities are a
complex system process with multiple inputs, multiple outputs, and multiple links. Based
on the innovation value chain theory proposed by Hansen [37], this paper draws on and
expands the innovation value chain paradigm of Yu et al. [39] and Zhu et al. [40]. We regard
green technology innovation as a complex chain system invested by innovative resources
to produce creative achievements and finally successfully realize commercialization and
application. We refine it into three stages: technology R & D, achievement transformation,
and commercialization. As shown in Figure 1.
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2.3. Purpose and Questions

In summary, the research on green technology innovation efficiency has gradually
formed a complete system. However, the following aspects still need to be further explored:
(1) the research perspective on industrial green technology innovation efficiency needs to
be expanded. The existing research is more abundant in evaluating single-stage efficiency
but less in evaluating multi-stage efficiency and focuses more on the empirical analysis of
two-stage efficiency. (2) The current research on the spatial relationship of green technology
innovation is based chiefly on Moran’s I index, Thiel index, spatial Durbin model, etc.
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These research methods are often based on “attribute” rather than “relationship” data.
They cannot analyze the spatial correlation network characteristics of green technology
innovation efficiency among regions. (3) No uniform standard for industrial green technol-
ogy innovation efficiency evaluation index system exists. The construction of a scientific
and comprehensive evaluation index system under the condition of data availability still
needs to be explored in depth. Because of this, the paper divides the green technology
innovation process into three stages: technology R & D, achievement transformation, and
commercialization from the perspective of the innovation value chain. A non-radial NSBM
model is used to measure the efficiency of industrial green technology innovation in China.
The spatial correlation network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency is
carved out through the “relationship” data. Its structural characteristics are analyzed
using social network analysis to provide policy suggestions for promoting the synergistic
improvement of industrial green technology innovation efficiency among regions.

We focus on the following questions. (1) Are there differences in the spatial corre-
lation networks of green technology innovation efficiency in different stages? What are
their evolutionary trends and characteristics? (2) What are the roles and functions of each
province and city in the spatial correlation network of industrial green technology inno-
vation efficiency? (3) Which regions are included in each block? What are the clustering
characteristics, correlations, and spillover paths of each block?

3. Research Design
3.1. Construction of Industrial Green Technology Innovation Efficiency Index System

Green technology innovation should not only optimize resource allocation and obtain
economic benefits but also reduce energy consumption and control pollution to achieve a
win-win situation for the economy and environmental protection. Based on the innovation
value chain theory and the current research results, this paper constructs the evaluation
index system of China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency from the input
and output perspective. As shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Evaluation index system of industrial green technology innovation efficiency in China.

Innovation Stage Indicator Type Evaluation
Dimensions Description and Measurement

Technology R & D

Human inputs Full-time equivalent of R & D personnel
Inputs Capital inputs Internal expenditure of R & D funds

Technical inputs The number of R & D projects

Intermediate Desired Outputs The number of valid invention patents
Outputs The new product development projects

Achievement
transformation

Inputs

Human inputs The personnel of non-R & D science and technology
Capital inputs The non-R & D inputs

The new product development funds
Technical inputs The number of valid invention patents

The new product development projects

Intermediate outputs Desired outputs The utility model appearance patent

commercialization

Human inputs The annual average number of net employees
Inputs Capital inputs The stock of new fixed assets

Technical inputs The utility model appearance patent

Final outputs

Desired outputs The new product sales revenue

Undesired outputs

Industrial wastewater emissions
Industrial SO2 emissions

Industrial fume and dust emissions
Energy consumption
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Table 1 shows that the input and output indicators corresponding to different stages in
industrial enterprises’ green technological innovation activities differ. The Cobb-Douglas
production function emphasizes the importance of capital, labor, and technology in pro-
duction activities. Therefore, when we select the input indicators for industrial green
technology innovation efficiency, we mainly consider capital, labor, and technology. In
different innovation stages, the output indicators are primarily considered from knowledge
achievements and economic and environmental benefits.

3.1.1. Technology R & D Stage Input-Output Variables

Technology R & D is the initial stage of the whole innovation value chain. This stage
mainly generates new technologies and methods through R & D investment and converts
them into knowledge and technological achievements such as patents and non-patent
as the output of this stage. Regarding the input elements, R & D personnel is the main
executors of innovation activities in the technology R & D stage. The R & D funding is a
prerequisite for innovation activities in the technology R & D stage [36]. The R & D projects
play an important guiding role as technological inputs from planning to implementation
of R & D work. These three are the fundamental resource elements in the R & D stage of
green innovation technology. Therefore, this paper refers to the practice of Du et al. [42],
selects the R & D personnel full-time equivalent, internal expenditure of R & D funds, and
the number of R & D projects as input variables in the technology R & D stage. Regarding
the output factors, the technology R & D stage is the process of new knowledge birth. Thus,
the R & D results are mainly in the form of patents, which are generated to be converted
into new products in the results transformation stage to realize the final commercial value.
Therefore, this paper draws on the study of Sun et al. [36], and selects the number of valid
invention patents and new product development projects as the output variables in the
technology R & D stage.

3.1.2. Achievement Transformation Stage Input-Output Variables

The achievement transformation is the intermediate stage of realizing the value of
industrial green innovation. As a continuation of the technology R & D stage, this stage
mainly focuses on the subsequent application research of the new technologies and meth-
ods generated in the previous step, solving the technical problems from technology R & D
to trial production to meet the subsequent mass production and finally realizing com-
mercialization. The input factors in the achievement transformation stage mainly include
personnel, financial, and technology input. Referring to the research results of Du et al. [42],
in terms of personnel input, the task is primarily accomplished through the personnel of
science and technology activities other than R & D, and the personnel of non-R & D science
and technology activities is selected as the personnel input variables, which are expressed
by scientific and technological activity personnel except for R & D scientists and engineers.
Regarding capital investment, new product development funding can reflect the capital
investment in the transformation stage more intuitively, but not all research projects serve
new products. Therefore, non-R & D investment is selected as a supplement to capital
investment. China is still dominated by imitative and progressive innovation. Therefore,
non-R & D investment is expressed as the sum of expenditure on introducing foreign
technology, expenditure on digesting and absorbing introduced technology, expenditure on
purchasing domestic technology, and expenditure on technological transformation [36,40].
Both non-R & D inputs and new product development expenditures are in stock form and
treated the same way as R & D expenditures. The number of effective invention patents and
new product development projects in the technology R & D stage are selected as technology
input variables for technology input. The output of the achievement transformation stage is
dominated by process innovation. The utility model patents and design patents can broadly
reflect the process innovation results of the achievement transformation stage. Therefore,
referring to the research of Du et al. [42], utility models and design patents are selected as
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output variables. The number of patent applications other than invention patents expresses
the index.

3.1.3. Commercialization Stage Input-Output Variables

Commercialization is the final link in realizing the value of industrial green innovation.
Enterprises transform the innovation results of the previous stage into tangible commodities
to market to enhance the economic, social, and environmental benefits, thus realizing the
ultimate value of green innovation. Regarding input factors, the commercialization process
involves various aspects such as production, sales, and management. Therefore, this
paper draws on the study of Du et al. [42] and selects the average annual number of
net employees as the personnel input variable, which is expressed in terms of annual
employees excluding scientific and technological activities. (Annual average number of
net employees = annual average number of employees in the enterprise − number of
personnel in scientific and technological activities). The stock of new fixed assets represents
the capital input. The output utility model design patents at the stage of transformation
of results are selected as the technology input variable. The selection of output indicators
in the commercialization stage is not only to obtain considerable economic benefits but
also to try to improve the ecological benefits of the environment. Therefore, this paper
divides them into desired output and undesired output indicators. In terms of the desired
output, new product sales revenue can visually measure the commercialization level of
green technology innovation results. Therefore, the new product sales revenue is selected
as the desired output and deflated using the Industrial Producer Exit Price Index [12,40].
The undesired output must consider the energy consumed and pollutants emitted by
enterprises in the commercialization of green technology innovation results. This paper
selects industrial sulfur dioxide, wastewater, smoke and dust, solid waste emissions,
and energy consumption per unit of GDP in each province as indicators of undesired
output. The entropy method fits the above five indicators into an environmental pollution
index [12,17].

3.2. Research Method
3.2.1. Three-Stage NSBM Model

Scholars on measuring innovation efficiency use non-parametric DEA models [6].
However, the traditional DEA model has radial and directional problems on the one hand
and cannot improve non-zero relaxation variables. On the other hand, the DEA model does
not consider the undesirable output indicators that may be included in the output items.
The SBM model based on undesirable outputs proposed by Tone effectively overcomes
the above problems [7]. However, the early SBM model regarded production activities as
“black boxes” and did not consider the intermediate production process. Therefore, due
to the “black box problem” of traditional non-parametric methods, Tone and Tsutsui [43]
proposed a phased NSBM model based on the SBM model in 2009. This model solves the
radial problem of the conventional DEA model and splits the “black box” of enterprise
green innovation efficiency into different efficiency stages.

Assuming that there are n decision-making units DMUj(j = 1, 2, . . . , n), k(k = 1, 2, 3)
is the green technology innovation stage for each decision unit, the three-stage NSBM model
framework is as follows.
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t3 j + s3b−

t3 j (t3 = 1, 2, . . . , q3)


third stage

ωk, λk
j , si1 j

1−, sr1 j
1g+, si2 j

2−, sr2 j
2g+, si3 j

3−, sr3 j
3g+, st3 j

3b− ≥ 0 (∀k)

(1)

In Equation (1), GTE is the total efficiency value of green technology innovation, ωk
is the weight of stage k, λk

j is the intensity vector. mk, pk, qk are the number of indica-

tors for stage k inputs, desired outputs, and undesired outputs. sk−, skg+, skb− are the
slack variables for stage k inputs, desired outputs, and undesired outputs, respectively.
xk

ij(ik = 1, 2, . . . mk), yk
rj(rk = 1, 2, . . . pk), bk

tj(tk = 1, 2, . . . qk) are the number i input vari-
able, the number r desired output variable, and the number t undesired output variable
of the decision unit DMUj at the stage k, respectively. Z(k,h) is the intermediate output
between stage k and stage h.

The efficiency values for stages 1 and 2 are:

GTEk
∗ =

1− 1
mk

(
∑mk

ik = 1 sk−∗
ik j /xk

ik j

)
1 + 1

pk

(
∑

pk
rk = 1 skg+∗

rk j /yk
rk j

) (k = 1, 2) (2)

The efficiency value of stage 3 is:

GTE3
∗ =

1− 1
m3

(
∑mk

i3 = 1 s3−∗
i3 j /x3

i3 j

)
1 + 1

p3 + q3

(
∑

p3
r3 = 1 s3g+∗

r3 j /y3
r3 j + ∑

q3
t3 = 1 s3b−∗

t3 j /b3
t3 j

) (3)

In Equations (2) and (3), GTEk is the efficiency value of each stage of green technology
innovation. If θk = 1, then the decision-making unit is efficient at stage k. When GTEk is
1 for all stages, the decision-making unit is efficient. sk−∗

ij , skg+∗
rj , skb−∗

tj are the slack variables
of the optimal input, desired output, and undesired output in Equation (1)
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3.2.2. Improved Gravity Model

An essential prerequisite for applying the social network analysis method is the
construction of the spatial association matrix. The matrix structure mainly includes the
VAR Granger Causality test method and gravity model. Since the over-sensitivity of the
VAR model to the lag order will reduce the accuracy of the network structure characteristics
portrayal, this paper refers to the study of Liu et al. [34] to introduce an improved gravity
model to identify the spatial correlation of the efficiency of green technology innovation in
Chinese inter-provincial industry.

Rij = Kij ×
√

RPi × GTEi ×
√

RPj × GTEj

D2
ij

Kij = GTEi
GTEi + GTEj

(4)

In Equation (4), Rij represents the correlation intensity of industrial green technology
innovation efficiency in province i and province j. Kij is the gravitational coefficient. GTEi,
GTEj are the efficiency of each industrial green technology innovation stage in the region i
and j. Kij is modified by GTE proportion. People are both the subject of innovation activities
and the performer of the spatial association generated by the efficiency of green technology
innovation, so they should be included in the model (4). There are also differences in
the innovation agents in different innovation stages. In the R & D stage, RPi, RPj are
the number of R & D personnel in industrial enterprises in province i and province j. In
the achievement transformation stage, RPi, RPj are the number of non-R & D scientific
and technological activities of industrial enterprises in province i and province j. In the
commercialization stage, RPi, RPj are the annual average number of net employees in
industrial enterprises in provinces i and j.

3.2.3. Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis is based on “relational data” and explores networks’ struc-
tural and attribute characteristics by drawing the relational networks of different social
subjects [44]. It mainly includes overall network characteristics analysis, individual net-
work centrality, and block model analysis. It is known from previous studies that green
technology innovation efficiency has an apparent spatial spillover effect [45], and its spatial
correlation network is a complex system containing many subjects and interactive relation-
ships among elements [46]. The social network analysis method can accurately quantify
the relationships among subjects in the network. It is suitable for analyzing the structural
characteristics of the spatial correlation network of green technology innovation efficiency.

(1) Overall Network Characteristics Analysis

This paper selects four indicators of network density, network ties, network hierarchy,
and network efficiency to describe the overall spatial network characteristics of China’s
industrial green technology innovation efficiency. The network ties degree is used to
characterize the robustness of the spatial network of China’s industrial green technology
innovation efficiency. The more the network ties degree is close to 1, the more stable the
network is. The network hierarchy degree describes the degree of asymmetric accessibility
among provinces in the network. The higher the network hierarchy degree, the more
distinct the hierarchical relationships among regions in the network. Network efficiency
measures the degree of redundant lines existing in the network. The lower the network
efficiency, the more connected lines exist between provinces, and the more stable the
network structure is.

(2) Centrality Analysis

Centrality reflects the position and role of each network member, which is one of the
focuses of social network analysis. This paper uses degree centrality, closeness centrality,
and betweenness centrality to analyze the centrality of China’s industrial green technology
innovation efficiency spatial network. Among them, the degree of centrality is used to
characterize the position of each province and city in the spatial correlation network
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of industrial green technology innovation. The larger the value, the more connections
with other regions and the more central they are in the network. Closeness centrality
measures the degree to which other regions do not dominate each area in the spatial
correlation network of industrial green technology innovation. The higher the value, the
shorter the “distance” from other regions and the higher the possibility of becoming a
network center actor. The betweenness centrality is used to reflect the control ability of
each member in the spatial correlation network of industrial green technology innovation
on innovation resources. The higher the value, the more vital the region’s role as a “bridge”
and “intermediary” in the spatial network.

(3) Block Model Analysis

This paper uses the block model theory to determine the number of blocks in the
spatial correlation network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency. It clarifies
the provinces and cities contained in each block to reveal further the internal structural
shape of its spatial correlation network. The blocks in the network can usually be divided
into four types. First is the net beneficial block, which receives relationships from internal
and external members and more connections from outside the block than those sent outside.
The second is the net spillover block, which has a low number of relationships among
the internal members of the block. Still, the number of relationships spilling over to other
blocks is significantly higher than the number of connections it receives. The third is
the bidirectional block, which mainly sends relationships to the internal and external
members of the block and acquires a small number of relationships from other blocks. The
fourth is the broker block, which simultaneously receives and sends relationships to other
members. Its internal members have few connections, and it plays the role of “bridge” and
“intermediary” in the network.

3.3. Data Sources

This study intends to use the corresponding index data of 30 provinces in different
regions (Tibet is eliminated due to a severe lack of data). These raw data are mainly
derived from the “China Statistical Yearbook”, “China Industrial Economy Statistical
Yearbook”, “China Science and Technology Statistical Yearbook”, “China Environment
Statistical Yearbook” and patent statistical annual reports issued by the National Bureau of
Statistics from 2012 to 2021

4. Analysis of Spatial Correlation Network Characteristics of Industrial Green
Technology Innovation Efficiency in China
4.1. Overall Network Characteristics and Evolutionary Trends

This paper measured the efficiency of China’s industrial green technology innovation
from 2011 to 2020 through the three-stage NSBM model. The modified gravity model
established the correlation matrix of inter-provincial industrial green technology inno-
vation efficiency from 2011 to 2020. After binarizing it, the spatial network topology of
China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency in 2011 and 2020 was drawn by
Gephi software.

Figures 2 and 3 showed that the spatial correlation effect of industrial green technology
innovation efficiency in each province was not only limited to geographically close regions
but also existed among non-neighboring regions, establishing a complex and relatively
stable spatial correlation network. Among them, the network complexity of the technology
R & D stage, achievement transformation stage, and commercialization stage in 2020 was
higher than in 2011. The spatial association network was most complex in the technology
R & D stage, followed by the transformation and commercialization stages. To further
explore the overall network structure characteristics of spatial association of industrial
green technology innovation efficiency in China, this paper calculates network density,
network ties, network hierarchy, and network efficiency through Ucinet6.0 software based
on the spatial correlation matrix. In addition, the three-stage network density and ties
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comparison graph, network hierarchy, and efficiency comparison graph are drawn by
Origin software. As shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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The network correlation of all three stages of green technology innovation efficiency
in Chinese industry from 2011 to 2020 was 1. It indicates that all provinces and cities were
in the spatial correlation network of green technology innovation efficiency. The green
innovation development among provinces was closely linked, and no isolated provinces
existed. In terms of dynamic evolution trend, the number of ties and network density of
the technology R & D stage, achievement transformation stage, and commercialization
stage showed an overall fluctuating upward trend during the study period (Figure 4),
and the spatial network tended to be stable. Driven by the five development concepts of
“innovation, coordination, greenness, openness, and sharing”, all regions actively promoted
the coordinated development of industrial green transformation. Therefore, the correlation
of China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency during the study period was
growing closer. However, there was still a big gap compared with the theoretical measure-
ment of the maximum correlation number 870 and the maximum network density value
1. This conclusion is similar to Fan et al. [33], Liu et al. [34], and Sun et al. [47]. There
was room for further improvement in the coordinated development level of industrial
green technology innovation among regions. The measurement results of the network
hierarchy showed that the network hierarchy of the technology R & D stage increased from
0.241 to 0.383. In the stage of achievement transformation, there was no change in the
network hierarchy during the study period, which was 0.241. The network hierarchy of the
commercialization stage was 0.246 until 2014 and decreased to 0.241 after 2014. As seen in
Figure 5, the change of network hierarchy degree at each stage was not noticeable and much
smaller than the maximum value of hierarchy degree1. There was no strict hierarchical
structure in the spatial correlation network of industrial green technology innovation effi-
ciency. The measurement results of network efficiency showed that the network efficiency
of the technology R & D stage and commercialization stage showed a decreasing trend
(Figure 5a,c), indicating that the spatial correlation network linkage gradually increased in
the two stages spatially associated network tended to be stable. The achievement transfor-
mation stage’s network efficiency showed a slight upward trend, indicating that the spatial
correlation network spillover channels in the achievement transformation stage decreased,
and the stability of the spatial network decreased. During the investigation, the spatial
correlation network efficiency of Chinese industrial green technology innovation fluctuated
around 0.68, indicating more redundant links in the spatial correlation networks of the
three innovation stages. The network structure was relatively stable, with high-stability
connectivity. This result is not the same as the conclusion of Sun et al. [36]. Sun et al.’s
research showed a decrease in network hierarchy and efficiency in the technology R & D
and the achievement transformation phase. The conclusion may be due to the differences
in the division of green innovation stages and the choice of indicators and methods.
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4.2. Network Individual Characteristics and Location Relationship Evolution

This paper analyzed the centrality of China’s inter-provincial industrial green technol-
ogy innovation efficiency spatial correlation network by point degree centrality, closeness
centrality, and betweenness centrality in 2020. We further investigated the individual char-
acteristics and the evolution of the location relationship of each province. The measurement
results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Spatial correlation network centrality analysis of China’s industrial green technology
innovation efficiency in 2020.

Region
Technology R & D Achievement Transformation Commercialization

Degree
Centrality

Closeness
Centrality

Betweenness
Centrality

Degree
Centrality

Closeness
Centrality

Betweenness
Centrality

Degree
Centrality

Closeness
Centrality

Betweenness
Centrality

Beijing 24.138 46.774 0.055 20.690 43.939 0.025 20.690 45.313 0.025
Tianjin 27.586 47.541 0.158 20.690 43.939 0.025 20.690 45.313 0.025
Hebei 41.379 63.043 4.180 37.931 60.417 2.976 37.931 60.417 4.152
Shanxi 34.483 60.417 3.078 37.931 60.417 6.809 41.379 61.702 4.456
Inner

Mongolia 31.034 59.184 0.565 31.034 58.000 0.392 27.586 52.727 3.217

Liaoning 34.483 60.417 0.771 31.034 55.769 2.384 31.034 58.000 2.622
Jilin 17.241 54.717 0.000 10.345 41.429 0.000 10.345 42.647 0.000

Heilongjiang 24.138 56.863 0.108 10.345 41.429 0.000 10.345 42.647 0.000
Shanghai 13.793 51.786 0.000 13.793 44.615 0.000 13.793 44.615 0.000
Jiangsu 93.103 93.548 9.437 62.069 72.500 8.287 58.621 70.732 6.837

Zhejiang 62.069 72.500 4.933 41.379 63.043 5.292 41.379 63.043 4.408
Anhui 44.828 64.444 1.653 41.379 63.043 1.481 37.931 61.702 1.676
Fujian 27.586 55.769 1.320 27.586 51.786 1.589 34.483 55.769 3.025
Jiangxi 31.034 56.863 2.268 34.483 55.769 4.736 27.586 50.000 2.032

Shandong 62.069 72.500 11.517 51.724 65.909 9.752 58.621 69.048 12.322
Henan 58.621 70.732 8.673 62.069 72.500 16.935 68.966 76.316 18.580
Hubei 55.172 69.048 7.537 44.828 59.184 2.176 51.724 67.442 7.708
Hunan 55.172 65.909 3.820 55.172 63.043 7.147 55.172 63.043 5.456

Guangdong 55.172 65.909 10.996 44.828 59.184 9.251 48.276 59.184 9.798
Guangxi 37.931 59.184 4.764 34.483 55.769 1.179 34.483 54.717 2.424
Hainan 17.241 52.727 0.000 17.241 41.429 0.000 17.241 42.029 0.287

Chongqing 48.276 63.043 2.722 41.379 56.863 4.076 44.828 59.184 4.730
Sichuan 48.276 63.043 3.307 37.931 55.769 3.935 44.828 58.000 6.214
Guizhou 31.034 56.863 1.348 31.034 52.727 2.694 31.034 53.704 1.110
Yunnan 31.034 56.863 0.188 24.138 50.877 0.537 24.138 51.786 0.224
Shaanxi 58.621 70.732 7.390 58.621 70.732 19.404 48.276 65.909 10.923
Gansu 37.931 61.702 0.319 27.586 52.727 6.759 31.034 55.769 2.152

Qinghai 27.586 58.000 0.000 20.690 49.153 0.056 24.138 51.786 0.031
Ningxia 41.379 63.043 0.273 34.483 59.184 0.576 31.034 55.769 2.811
Xinjiang 41.379 63.043 0.000 48.276 65.909 0.000 48.276 65.909 0.000
Average 40.460 61.874 3.046 35.172 56.235 3.949 35.862 56.807 3.908

(1) Degree centrality. As shown in Table 1, the average degree centrality of 30 provinces
in the technology R & D stage, achievement transformation stage, and commercialization
stage were 40.460, 35.172, and 35.862, respectively. Among them, Jiangsu, Shandong,
Guangdong, Henan, and Hunan were higher than the average and had more relationships
in the spatial association network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency. The
results are more similar to those of Sun et al. [36]. Jilin, Heilongjiang, Inner Mongolia,
Guizhou, and other regions had lower degree centrality and less association with other
provinces. Overall, the east and central regions had significantly better control over green
technology innovation resources than the west and northeast regions, mainly due to their
solid economic foundation, rich scientific and technological resources, and superior geo-
graphical location. Among the western provinces, the degree centrality of Shaanxi, Sichuan,
and Chongqing was also higher than the national average. The Shaanxi, Sichuan, and
Chongqing provinces have recently increased their green technology innovation capacity.
They have become an important hub connecting the interaction of green technology inno-
vation resources in the central and western regions. The above analysis showed that most
areas in the center of green technology innovation efficiency spatial correlation network
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had lower point-out and higher point-in degrees, such as Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shandong.
It should be noted that the degree of centrality in Xinjiang was also higher than the national
average. The point degree of the three stages was 12, 14, and 14, respectively, while the
point degree was 0. The study by Sun et al. [47] also confirmed that the point entry degree
of green technology innovation efficiency in Xinjiang is 0. It meant that Xinjiang’s green
technology innovation resources had largely flowed to other regions, which showed that
areas with higher efficiency of green technology innovation had not produced sound spa-
tial spillover effects but had benefited from other low-efficiency areas to a certain extent,
resulting in a “siphon effect”.

(2) Closeness centrality. As shown in Table 2, in the technology R & D stage, the top five
provinces in closeness degree were Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, Henan, and Shaanxi. The
top five provinces in the achievement transformation stage were Jiangsu, Henan, Shaanxi,
Shandong, and Zhejiang. The top five provinces in the commercialization stage were Henan,
Jiangsu, Shandong, Hubei, and Shaanxi. These provinces had a superior geographical
location and could quickly generate spatial association with other regions. They were in
the absolute core position with better accessibility in the spatial association network of
industrial green technology innovation efficiency. It is similar to Sun et al.’s confirmation
that Henan, Shandong, and Jiangsu were located in the spatial correlation network center
of China’s green innovation efficiency [36]. It can also be seen from Table 2 that the
ranking of closeness centrality was similar to that of degree centrality. Most provinces
and cities above the national average were in the eastern and central regions. Due to the
low level of economic development and remote geographical location, Qinghai, Yunnan,
Jilin, Heilongjiang, and other provinces had a weak ability to obtain green technology
innovation resources from other provinces and cities. They could not promote the green
development of other provinces and cities, so they were in the marginal position of the
spatial correlation network.

(3) Betweenness centrality. It can be seen from Table 2 that in the three stages of
technology R & D, achievement transformation, and commercialization, the betweenness
centrality of Guangdong, Shandong, Henan, and Shaanxi was always higher than the
average and ranks in the top five. It showed that these provinces and cities could essentially
control the green technology innovation resources in other regions in the spatial correlation
network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency and played the role of “inter-
mediary” and “bridge”. The betweenness centrality of western and northeastern regions
such as Inner Mongolia, Guizhou, Liaoning, and Jilin was generally low. These regions
lagged in economic development and lacked motivation for green technology innovation.
At the same time, they were affected by the “siphon effect” of developed regions. They had
difficulties controlling and dominating other provinces and cities in the spatial network of
green technology innovation efficiency. It should be noted that the betweenness centrality
of Shandong, Jiangsu, and Guangdong was also high because of their absolute core position
in the spatial network. They severely weakened the control ability of the neighboring
eastern economically developed provinces such as Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai over
green technology innovation resources.

4.3. Block Model Analysis

To deeply analyze the spatial correlation of China’s industrial green technology inno-
vation efficiency and further reveal the spatial network’s correlation characteristics and
action rules between regions, this paper adopted the iterative correlation convergence
method CONCOR to determine the maximum segmentation depth of 2 and the conver-
gence standard of 0.2. The 30 provinces in the spatial correlation network of China’s
industrial green technology innovation efficiency were divided into four sections [33,34,47],
as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. The spatial correlation of China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency block
in 2020.

Innovation
Stage Blocks

Acceptance Relation
Matrix

Relations
Received from
Other Blocks

Relations
Sent to

Other Blocks

Expected Internal
Relationship

Ratio

Actual Internal
Relationship

RatioI II III IV

Technology
R & D

I 27 6 10 0 21 16 20.69 62.79
II 17 24 16 10 14 43 20.69 35.82
III 2 2 40 5 60 9 24.14 81.63
IV 2 6 34 31 15 42 24.14 42.47

Achievement
transformation

I 39 7 8 0 15 15 27.59 72.22
II 14 18 15 10 17 39 17.24 31.58
III 1 4 41 4 42 9 24.14 82.00
IV 0 6 19 29 14 25 20.14 53.70

commercialization

I 32 6 7 0 22 13 24.14 71.11
II 17 20 8 7 19 32 17.24 38.46
III 2 3 51 4 41 9 27.59 85.00
IV 3 10 26 22 11 39 20.69 36.07

From Table 3, there were 232 relations in the spatial network of the technology R & D
stage, including 122 in the blocks and 110 between the blocks. It indicated that both
within and between the blocks had apparent correlation effects in space. The number
of relationships overflowing from block I to the external block was 16, and the number
of connections received from the outer block was 21. The expected and actual internal
relationship ratio was 20.69% and 62.79%, respectively. It indicated that this block played
the “middleman” role in the green technology innovation efficiency spatial association
network by overflowing relationships to the outer block and receiving relationships from
the outer block simultaneously. Block I mainly included the Bohai Sea Rim and its adjacent
areas: Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, and Shandong. The number of
relationships spilling out of block II was 43, while the number of relationships receiving out
of block II was only 14. The proportions of desired and actual internal relationships were
20.69% and 35.82%, respectively. The number of relationships spilling out of this block to
the outside was significantly more than the number of relationships it accepted. Thus, it can
be judged that block II was a net spillover block. Block II was mainly for the western region
(except Shanxi and Henan), including Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Henan, Shaanxi, Gansu,
Qinghai, and Ningxia. The number of relations outside the receiving block of block III
was 60, which was much larger than the number of relations outside the spillover block of 9.
Therefore, this block was a “net benefit block”. Block III mainly included the eastern coastal
and south-central regions: Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Anhui, Hubei, Hunan, and
Jiangxi. The total number of spillover relationships in block IV was 73, and the number
of spillover relationships within and outside the block was 31 and 42, respectively. The
expected and actual internal relationship ratios were 24.14% and 42.47%, respectively. Thus,
it can be seen that block IV had spillover effects both inside and outside the block, and
it was a “bidirectional spillover block”. Block IV mainly included the southwest region
and adjacent provinces, namely Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Guangxi, Yunnan, Hainan,
Guangdong, and Xinjiang. Similar to the technology R & D stage, there were 215 and
218 correlations in the spatial correlation network of the achievement transformation stage
and commercialization stage, respectively. Among them, 127 and 125 were within the block,
and 88 and 93 were outside, respectively. It showed that significant spatial correlations and
spillover effects were still generated between the blocks in the achievement transformation
stage and commercialization stage. The same analysis process as the technology R & D
stage can be used to obtain the nature of each block in the achievement transformation
stage and commercialization stage. From the analysis, the distribution of the blocks was
similar in the three stages, and the net benefit blocks were mainly located on the eastern
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coast and its adjacent areas. It verified the previous conclusion that regions with higher
efficiency of green technology innovation were more likely to obtain higher spatially
related benefits from inefficient areas. The net spillover block was mainly located in the
northwestern region, influenced by the “siphon effect” of economically developed regions.
The green technology innovation resources in the western regions, such as Qinghai and
Gansu could not effectively absorb the spillover from the neighboring regions while losing
them to the outside. The broker block was mainly located in the Bohai Sea region and its
surrounding provinces, and the bidirectional spillover block was in the southwest region
and its neighboring areas.

To further reveal the correlations and spillover paths among the blocks of industrial
green technology innovation efficiency, this paper measured the density matrix among the
three stages of the blocks (Table 4). As we know from the previous article, the network
densities of the technology R & D stage, achievement transformation stage, and commer-
cialization stage were 0.267, 0.247, and 0.251, respectively. In the density matrix of each
stage, the values higher than the network density value were assigned as 1, and the values
less than the network density value were set as 0 to transform the density matrix into the
corresponding image matrix (see Table 4). Based on this, the correlations between the blocks
were plotted (Figure 6) to show the spillover path between the blocks more intuitively.

Table 4. Density matrix and image matrix between green technology innovation efficiency blocks in
Chinese industry in 2020.

Innovation
Stage Blocks

Density Matrix Image Matrix

I II III IV I II III IV

Technology R & D

I 0.643 0.122 0.179 0.000 1 0 0 0
II 0.347 0.571 0.286 0.179 1 1 1 0
III 0.036 0.036 0.714 0.078 0 0 1 0
IV 0.036 0.107 0.531 0.554 0 0 1 1

Achievement
transformation

I 0.542 0.130 0.111 0.000 1 0 0 0
II 0.259 0.600 0.313 0.238 1 1 1 0
III 0.014 0.083 0.732 0.071 0 0 1 0
IV 0.000 0.143 0.339 0.690 0 0 1 1

commercialization

I 0.571 0.125 0.097 0.000 1 0 0 0
II 0.354 0.667 0.148 0.167 1 1 0 0
III 0.028 0.056 0.708 0.063 0 0 1 0
IV 0.054 0.238 0.413 0.524 0 0 1 1

Table 4 and Figure 6a showed that in the technology R & D stage, the linkages among
the provinces within the four blocks were relatively strong. The green technology innova-
tion resources of block II and block IV realized internal flow and overflowed to block III,
with an apparent net spillover effect. Block I only carried out green technology innovation
spillover internally. As can be seen from Figure 6b, the achievement transformation stage
was similar to the technology R & D stage. The members of block IV were active in internal
resource interaction and channeled green technology innovation resources to block II. Block
II received overflow from block IV and overflowed to block III. The green technology
innovation resources of the remaining two blocks were only closely flowing internally, and
the spillover effect to other blocks was not noticeable. As shown in Figure 5c, the active
flow of green technology innovation resources among the provinces in block I and block III
during the commercialization stage also drew a lot of resources and elements from block II
and block IV, showing a significant “reverse spillover” feature.

Specifically, block I mainly included the Bohai Sea Rim region (such as Beijing, Tianjin,
Shandong, Liaoning, etc.) and its surrounding provinces (such as Jilin, Heilongjiang, etc.).
The State Council in 2018 explicitly requested to lead the collaborative development of the
Bohai Rim region with Beijing and Tianjin as the center. Therefore, the green technology
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innovation resources within the Bohai Sea region provinces have produced apparent
spillover effects at various stages but have not yet flowed to other areas. Its “intermediary
effect” needs to be further strengthened. This conclusion is more similar to the findings of
Fan et al. [33]. They concluded that Beijing, Tianjin, and Liaoning only produced spillover
effects within the block but did not assume the responsibility of a “middleman” bridge
outside the block. Block III mainly included provinces in the Yangtze River Economic Belt
(such as Shanghai, Jiangsu, Anhui, etc.). As an early demonstration belt for ecological
civilization construction, the Yangtze River Economic Belt always adheres to the strategic
positioning of ecological priority and green development. It has a high level of green
technology innovation. Therefore, the efficiency of industrial green technology innovation
in the Yangtze River Economic Zone provinces was also at the country’s forefront. The
resulting “siphon effect” has made the innovation resources from those regions with
lower green technology innovation capacity in block II and block IV flow to the Yangtze
River Economic Belt and its surrounding areas, which were the net beneficiaries of the
spatial correlation network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency. Regarding
spatial pattern, the provinces within block IV have tremendous development potential. In
the future, Chongqing, Sichuan, and Shaanxi should be the center to drive the western
region to implement green synergistic development and give full play to its role as a
“middleman” connecting the inland and developed coastal regions for the interaction of
green technological innovation resources.
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5. Conclusions
5.1. Findings

Based on the innovation value chain perspective, this paper decomposes the green
technology innovation system into three stages: technology R & D, achievement trans-
formation, and commercialization. We use the three-stage NSBM model to measure the
industrial green technology innovation efficiency of 30 provinces and cities in China from
2011 to 2020. Subsequently, a modified gravity model is introduced to construct the spatial
correlation matrix among provinces and cities. Based on this, the structural characteristics
of the spatial association network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency
in China are explored in depth using the social network analysis method. The primary
conclusions drawn are as follows:

(1) Through the analysis of the overall network structural characteristics, the spatial
association intensity of the three stages of industrial green technology innovation efficiency
in China showed a general increasing trend during the sample period. There was no rigid
hierarchical structure, and the spatial network tended to be stable, but the development
of the three stages showed a certain degree of disconnection. The network efficiency in
the technology R & D stage and commercialization stage declined smoothly, while the
achievement transformation stage showed a slight upward trend. The network robustness
of the first and third stages showed an overall enhancement trend, and the network
robustness of the second stage gradually decreased. The results of this study differ from the
findings of Sun et al. [36]. Sun et al. showed that the ties of the spatial correlation network
between the two stages of green innovation were not high. The network hierarchy and
efficiency of the two stages of technology R & D and achievement transformation showed a
decreasing trend. It may be because China is still in the stage of slowing economic growth,
high energy consumption, and severe environmental pollution.

(2) Through the analysis of individual characteristics of the network, the spatial
correlation network of China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency in the
three stages during the sample period showed an evident “core–edge” distribution. The
eastern coastal and central economic regions occupied the core position in the network,
had more robust control over the green technology innovation resources, and played the
role of “intermediary” and “bridge” to a certain extent. The northeastern and western
remote regions were at the edge of the network, less connected with other provinces and
cities, and had a weaker ability to obtain green technology innovation resources. Among
them, Jiangsu, Guangdong, and Shandong occupied the absolute core position in the
spatial network, which weakened the control ability of the neighboring eastern developed
provinces such as Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai on green resources to a certain extent. As a
vital hub connecting the interaction of green technology innovation resources in the central
and western regions, Shaanxi and Sichuan could benefit from developing green technology
innovation in the local network. This result is more similar to the finding of Liu et al. [34].
and Sun et al. [47]. The “siphon effect” is evident in the economically developed east and
central regions, and the beneficial effect is significant. In contrast, the spillover effect is
obvious in the western and northeastern provinces, mainly at the network’s edge.

(3) Through block model analysis, the spatial correlation network of industrial green
technology innovation efficiency in China during the sample period was divided into
four blocks, and the distribution of the blocks was similar in the three stages. The net
benefit block mainly included Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Anhui, Hunan, and
other eastern coastal regions and their surrounding economically developed provinces and
cities. The net spillover block mainly included Shaanxi, Qinghai, Gansu, Ningxia, and other
economically more backward northwest regions. The broker block mainly included Beijing,
Tianjin, Hebei, Shandong, Liaoning, Jilin, and other Bohai Sea-ring regions and surrounding
provinces and cities. The bidirectional spillover block mainly included the southwestern
region such as Sichuan, Guangxi, Chongqing, Yunnan, and its neighboring areas. Among
them, the net spillover block and the bidirectional spillover block were influenced by
the “siphon effect” of developed regions. Their green technology innovation resources
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flowed internally and spilled over to the broker and net benefit blocks simultaneously.
The broker block only achieved the internal green technology innovation spillover, and
the “intermediary effect” needed to be further strengthened. The comparison reveals that
although previous studies have divided the spatial correlation network of green innovation
efficiency into four blocks, the spillover paths between the blocks and the composition of
internal provinces differ [33–36,47]. For example, Sun et al. [47] divided China’s spatial
correlation network block of green science and technology innovation efficiency into two
main spillover blocks, one gain block, and one broker block. The differences may be
due to the differences in research objects, methods, and evaluation indicators. Our study
further refines the green technology innovation process into three stages: technology R & D,
achievement transformation, and commercialization, providing a new network perspective
for researching China’s industrial green technology innovation.

5.2. Recommendations

(1) To comprehensively understand the spatial correlation network of industrial green
technology innovation efficiency in China and its structural characteristics and actively
expand its spillover channels. From the perspective of the innovation stage, enterprises, gov-
ernments, and universities should strengthen cooperation and exchanges, further optimize
the industry-university-research cooperation platform, establish an efficient mechanism
for achievement transformation and commercialization transformation, and continuously
improve the ability of green innovation resource allocation. We strive to improve the “dis-
connection” in the innovation value chain transmission process. From the perspective of
the regional, on the one hand, each region needs to follow the trend of gradually tightening
the spatial correlation network of regional industrial green technology innovation efficiency.
On the other hand, it is necessary to speed up the process of breaking down regional green
technology innovation barriers, promote the smooth circulation of innovative resources
such as talents and knowledge among regions, and realize the efficient integration of in-
dustrial green technology innovation elements among regions. Ultimately, the aim is to
optimize the structure of the green technology innovation spillover network and improve
the efficiency of China’s industrial green technology innovation.

(2) Fully grasp the role and position of each region in the spatial correlation network
and formulate targeted strategies based on their development status. Enterprises are the
central units of green technology innovation. Jiangsu, Guangdong, and Shandong are at
the absolute core of the spatial correlation network. They should further improve their
spillover effects and take advantage of the “non-hierarchical” nature of the spatial correla-
tion network to realize the assistance of high-efficiency regions to low-efficiency regions
while maintaining the efficient development of their industrial green technology innovation.
Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai have high efficiency in green technology innovation but are
“marginalized” in the network due to the influence of whole core regions. They should fur-
ther enhance the inter-regional flow of innovation factors such as knowledge, talents, and
capital, and actively cooperate with other regions to continuously improve their status in
the network. Shaanxi, Sichuan, and Chongqing occupy the advantages in the local network.
They should invest more green technology innovation resources in the future and use them
as intermediary hubs to connect the flow of green technology innovation resources in the
central and western regions to promote the synergistic development of green technology
innovation among provinces and cities in the west region. As a solid backing for enter-
prises to carry out green innovation activities, the government should formulate relevant
policies to strengthen resource conservation and environmental protection. Moreover, they
should fully stimulate the motivation of enterprises’ green technology innovation. For
economically underdeveloped regions, the government can also give corresponding policy
support and tax relief to provide a good innovation environment for enterprises.

(3) Improve and optimize the conduction mechanism between blocks to promote the
synergistic development of industrial green technology innovation between regions. First,
the “frontrunners” should be precisely positioned for the internal block. The block’s green
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technology innovation spillover effect should be fully used to achieve the coordinated
development of “point to block”. Second, for the provinces and cities with the net benefit
block with the “siphon effect”, while maintaining their advantages in green technology
innovation resource allocation, they should continuously improve the level of green tech-
nology innovation diffusion to benefit the neighboring regions. Provinces and cities in the
broker block should fully play the role of “intermediary” and “bridge”. They should con-
tinue to strengthen exchanges with the net benefit block in the future and actively cooperate
with low-efficiency regions in green technology innovation to promote the coordinated
development of industrial green technology innovation in each region. The provinces and
cities in the net spillover and bidirectional spillover blocks should further optimize their
green technology innovation environment and formulate relevant preferential policies to
gradually attract talent to local areas to narrow the gap with developed regions.

5.3. Implications
5.3.1. Theoretical Implications

Based on the theory of innovation value chain and the connotation of green technology
innovation, this study analyzes the structural characteristics of the spatial correlation
network of industrial green technology innovation efficiency in China from the perspective
of “relationship”, clarifies the status and role of each province and city in the network,
and profoundly explores the intrinsic correlation between each province and city in the
green technology innovation network. It is of great theoretical significance to further enrich
and expand the research perspective of green technology innovation and promote the
coordinated development of green technology innovation in the Chinese industry.

5.3.2. Practical Implications

Green technology innovation is essential to promote China’s economy and accelerate
high-quality development. It not only enables the enterprises to obtain corresponding
economic benefits but also promotes the joint development of upstream and downstream
enterprises in the industrial chain. This study explores the overall characteristics, individual
characteristics, and clustering characteristics of industrial green technology innovation
spatial correlation networks under different innovation stages from the perspective of the
innovation value chain. The results of the study provide not only practical insights for
enterprises to optimize the allocation of innovation resources and enhance green technology
innovation capability but also provide valuable ideas for the government to formulate
regional development strategic planning and improve relevant policies of green innovation
development. This study has important practical significance for promoting the overall
improvement of China’s industrial green technology innovation efficiency and promoting
the sustainable and high-quality development of China’s industrial enterprises.

5.4. Research Shortcomings and Future Perspectives

This paper investigates the spatial correlation network characteristics of China’s
industrial green technology innovation efficiency and obtains meaningful conclusions.
However, this paper is only a preliminary study, and many issues remain to be further
explored. For example, no scientific and uniform measurement standard exists for the
green technology innovation efficiency evaluation index system. Scholars have different
evaluation indexes, and the research results will inevitably differ. Therefore, in the future,
we will continue to work on finding a more comprehensive and scientific evaluation system
to measure the efficiency of green technology innovation more accurately. Second, this
study takes China’s provincial data as the research subject. The research object can be
refined to the urban level, and the obtained green technology innovation efficiency network
can be more targeted. In addition, based on existing research, appropriate models can
be further adopted in the future, such as the spatial panel model and QAP (quadratic
assignment process) analysis method. We can use them to deeply analyze the factors
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affecting the efficiency of China’s industrial green technology innovation at all stages and
further explore the dynamic mechanism of its spatial correlation network evolution.
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